You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for INDESIT G85C. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the INDESIT G85C in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@q Allow children to play with or otherwise interfere with the dryer. @@q Switch the machine off leaving a hot load in the drum. q Tumble dry without the
Filter, Water Container or Condenser in position. q Exceed the maximum load capacity recommended or place dripping wet items in the drum. q Allow lint to
collect around the dryer. q Add liquid fabric conditioner to the dryer, use liquid conditioner in the final rinse of your wash. q Use the dryer for commercial
drying, the dryer is only suitable for domestic use. q Dry Acrylics or synthetics on the high heat setting. q Tumble dry articles that have NOT been well
washed in water and detergent then well rinsed and spun. q Tumble dry articles that have had chemicals used for cleaning.
q Dry articles that are contaminated with flammable substances such as: petrol, oil, paint, hair lacquer, creams, cooking fat or oil. q Tumble dry: rubber,
foam rubber, plastic, plastic foam, nappy pants or liners, polythene or paper. Large, very bulky items including duvets and sleeping bags. q Attempt to stand
on top of your dryer, it is not designed for such use and you could injure yourself or damage the dryer by such abuse. q Switch electricity On or Off with wet
hands.
NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER IMPORTANT A CHILD COULD
CLIMB INTO OR TAMPER WITH AN UNATTENDED TUMBLE DRYER. WHEN THE MACHINE IS NOT IN USE SWITCH OFF, REMOVE THE PLUG
AND CLOSE THE DOOR. 3 For your safety ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q Empty the Water
Container after EACH drying cycle. Finish every programme with the cool tumble cycle provided on the control. Clean the filter, it is essential that the filter
is kept clear of fluff after EACH drying cycle.
Ensure Condenser is free of fluff, regular cleaning is recommended. When the dryer is not in use, switch off, remove plug and close the door. Comply with the
specified electrical requirements. @@@@@@it will not stretch back to the original size and shape. ALWAYS q Buy genuine accessories and spares.
CAUTION: When the dryer is in use avoid touching the rear of the dryer as it may be hot! 4 Electrical Requirements WARNING: This appliance must be
earthed! Supply REFER TO THE RATING PLATE FOR VOLTAGE AND CURRENT REQUIREMENTS. (see diagram for location.) The flexible mains lead is
supplied fitted with a BS1363 plug and with a 13 amp BS1362 fuse. The plug should be connected to the mains supply via a suitable switched socket which is
accessible after installing your dryer. If it is necessary to fit a replacement fuse, it must be a 13 amp ASTA approved to BS1362 type.
WARNING: The plug must not be used without a fuse cover. If a replacement fuse holder/cover is required, it must be of the same colour coding or wording as
shown on the base of the plug. Replacements are available from your Spares stockist. Changing the fuse Moulded plug Changing the plug The wires in the
mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following: GREEN/YELLOW - EARTH BLUE - NEUTRAL BROWN - LIVE If a replacement plug is to be
fitted, the appropriate wire must be connected to the correct terminal,as follows: Connect: Green/Yellow to terminal marked Earth or Green or Blue to
terminal marked Neutral or N or Black Brown to terminal marked Live or L or Red. If the plug being replaced is a non-rewirable type then the cut-off plug
must be disposed of safely. DO NOT leave where it can be inserted into a socket and create a shock hazard. Should the mains lead ever require replacing at
any time please contact your nearest Service Centre. A charge will be made for the replacement of the mains lead or if you require a longer lead. The mains
lead must only be replaced by a specially prepared cable obtainable from your Spares Stockist and fitted by a qualified electrician.
@@@@@@@@@@Exchange diagonally hinge brackets and blanking plugs.
Exchange door latch and catch with their opposite blanking plates. See diagram above. 7 How to use your dryer 1. @@@@@@Always check the following:
FLUFF FILTER is clean and in place WATER CONTAINER is empty and in place CONDENSER is clean and in place 5. Load the dryer placing the clothes
carefully in the drum pushing them well towards the back and away from the door seal.
Close the door. 9. When finished open the door and take out the laundry. Clean and replace the fluff filter, and empty the water container. 6.
Select the alarm, if required. (see section "The Controls") 7. Select the required programme or drying time. (see section "The Controls") 8. Press the START
switch to commence the drying programme. 10. Switch off electricity and remove plug from socket. WARNING: WHEN SWITCHING ON OR OFF, PLEASE
ENSURE THAT YOUR HANDS ARE DRY Removing Items By opening the door you can check the dryness of the load as often as you wish and if you want,
remove some items before they are fully dry. (This is particularly useful for a mixed load where you want to iron some items, but others are to be fully dried.)
You will need to press the start button after closing the door to re-start the programme.
See section `The Controls'. 8 The Controls Start Switch Active / Empty Water Light Setting the Programme Programme Options Alarm Switch Programme
Control To set the programme, all you have to do is turn the Programme Control knob until the required selection appears in line with the indicator.
Automatic programmes (for load sizes more than 1kg) 1. Dry Cottons ( HIGH heat) This gives driest results. Some bulky items or large load of towels may
appear slightly damp after this programme and require a short period of timed drying. 2. Damp Cottons ( HIGH heat) 3. Iron Dry Cottons ( HIGH heat) This
gives the wettest results. 4. Dry Synthetics ( LOW heat) 5.
Damp Synthetics ( LOW heat) 6. Iron Dry Synthetics ( LOW heat) Timed programmes (for load sizes less than 1kg) 7. 40 minutes ( LOW heat) include cool
tumble followed by the Crease Care phase. 8. 30 minutes ( LOW heat) include cool tumble followed by the Crease Care phase.
9. 20 minutes ( LOW heat) include cool tumble followed by the Crease Care phase. 10. Airing, 20 minutes of cool tumble. 11.
Easy Iron Programme, see section"Easy Iron Programme". For description of other programmes see next page. Starting the Dryer Press and release the
START button to commence a drying programme (The drying programme must have been selected first). @@@@@@When this happens, you must empty the
water container. The programme goes directly to the cooling phase and the dryer stops. The orange light warns you that the load will not be dried correctly.
@@@@A programme cannot be started when the lamp is red. @@@@For safety reasons this being the maximum drying time available. @@q The filter is
blocked. q A cotton load was spun at LOW speed.
q There may be a fault. @@@@During this phase, the fabric is cooled. You should always allow the dryer to complete this phase. @@@@See previous
page. @@@@@@It is a short conditioning programme that softens the fibres allowing them to relax making handling and ironing easier and less time
consting Tumble dry at low heat setting Items not suitable for tumble drying · Those containing foam rubber or rubber-like materials or plastic film (e.
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g. @@towels contaminated with hair lacquer Fibreglass (e.g. some types of curtains) Items which have been dry cleaned Woollens. Woollen items need as
much care in drying as they do in washing.
@@@@Do not tumble dry. · Large bulky items e.g. @@These expand when drying and would prevent airflow through the Dryer. @@MISUSE OF A
TUMBLE DRYER MAY CREATE A FIRE HAZARD.
· · · · 13 Items requiring special attention Blankets and Bedspreads The drying requirements of blankets and bedspreads will, of course, vary tremendously
according to size and weight. Some, however are simply too big. @@Blankets (and Garments) made from Acrylic fibres (e.g.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@A liquid fabric conditioner restores bounce and softness and helps eliminate static cling.
WARNING: ON NO ACCOUNT SHOULD LIQUID FABRIC CONDITIONER BE ADDED TO THE DRYER ITSELF. Home Dry Cleaning Garments with the
ITCL Code may be cleaned using one of the Home Dry Cleaning Kits available. The instructions supplied with the Home Dry Cleaning Kit must be strictly
followed. 14 Emptying the Water Container Water Container Water Container Plinth Moulding (not fitted to all models) Sink Empty the water container after
EVERY programme. Failure to do this will result in the water container becoming full and the load will not dry. To Empty Water Container Remove plinth
(where fitted) by slightly lifting and sliding to the left. Pull the container out of the dryer and empty it into a sink or other suitable drain). 15 Guide to drying
times Please note that the drying times stated below and on appliance control panel; are a GUIDE only and drying times are affected by:The amount of water
remaining in the clothes after spinning The type of fabric Items such as towelling retain a lot of water after spinning, also the suggested wash programme for
small items such as T-Shirts may sometimes incorporate a low spin speed which has the same effect. Your drying load may contain the same type of fabric but
of different thicknesses. Thinner items will take less time to dry.
Some fabrics, such as those used for jeans are of csocket to check. `It is taking a long time to dry' 1. Have you forgotten to clean the filter? It should be
cleaned after each load. 2. Does the water container need emptying? Is the Indicator lamp glowing red / orange? The bottle should be emptied after every
load. 3. Does the Condenser need cleaning? It should be cleaned every month. 4. Have you selected the correct programme setting for the type of fabric you
are drying? 5. Have the air intake grille or rear vents of the Dryer been obstructed? 6.
Were the clothes `excessively wet' when they were put in? 7. Was the correct programme selected? 8. Have you overloaded the dryer? @@@@Press the
Alarm (Buzzer) button and the bleeping will stop. @@Have you re-read this instruction book? `The Dryer is tumbling occasionally' `The dryer keeps
bleeping' Indicator Lamp is flashing Any other problem 18 If it still won't work..
. Contact the Service Office (0870 6070805) if something is still wrong with your machine after you've been through the check-list on the previous page: 1.
Switch off and unplug your machine from the mains. 2. Call your nearest Service Office or local impor ter on the telephone number provided on the guarantee
card.
When you contact us we will want to know the following: 1. Your name, address and postcode. 2. Your telephone number. 3. Clear and concise details of the
fault. 4. The model number and the serial number of your dryer. 5. The date of purchase enter the date here.
..........
.....
.....
..........
..........
.....
.....
..........
....... Please make sure you have all these details ready when you call. Spare parts Please remember your new appliance is a complex piece of equipment.
`DIY" repairs or unqualified and untrained service people may put you in danger, could damage the appliance, and might mean you lose cover under the
Parts Guarantee.
If you do experience a problem with the appliance don't take risks, call in our Ser vice Engineer. Our Spare Par ts are designed exclusively to fit your
appliance. Do not use them for any other purpose as you may create a safety hazard. Disposal of your product To minimise the risk of injury to children
please dispose of your product safely. The door and lid should be removed and mains cable cut off flush with the appliance ensuring that the mains plug can
no longer be plugged into a mains socket.
The items must then be disposed of safely. This appliance conforms to the following EEC Directives. Low Voltage Equipment 72/23/EEC 93/68/EEC
Electromagnetic Compatibility 89/336/EEC 92/31/EEC 93/68/EEC 19 PRINTED BY SIMLEX . FOUR ASHES, WOLVERHAMPTON June 2003 Part number
0766200121-01 .
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